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Abstract: Present decade is a computer era. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is interface between brain and computer. BCI
works as a communication system, it communicates between human and machine. BCI uses brain signals as input and
process these signals then produces output, these brain signals are called brain rhythms. Brain rhythms are generated when
we sleep, wakeup, deep sleep, any working, any thinking, and etc. In this paper, we are analysing open eyes and close eyes
activities on temporal lobe and occipital lobe.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Present decade is an era of computer. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) help in communication between user and computer
without muscular activity, it provides a communication channel. Every time brain generates signals these signals are called
brain rhythms. Brain rhythms used as input of BCI system these are mainly five types: delta (0.1-4.0 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha
(7-13 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz) and gamma (30-100 Hz). Brain rhythmic activity generated when we are thinking state, relax state,
happy, said, any muscular working, sleep, deep sleep and etc. BCI uses two types of communication technique first invasive
BCI and second non-invasive BCI. In invasive BCI placing electrodes on lobes through surgery, it may harm subjects. Noninvasive BCI uses electrodes placed on scalp for capturing brains signals, it never harm subjects but signals quality is poor than
invasive BCI. Today non-invasive BCI is popular because it is safe for people. Electroencephalography (EEG) is non-invasive
BCI; it is use for clinically and research purpose. In our work we have detected open eyes and close eyes activities on temporal
lobe and occipital lobe.
II. TYPES OF BCI
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is mainly of two types: first dependent BCI and second independent BCI.
A. Dependent BCI
Dependent BCI does depend on muscular signals. Muscular signals generates in brain when we are doing muscular activity.
For example when we open and close eyes then our eye muscles become active and then our brain generates muscular signal.
Electroencephalography (EEG) uses dependent BCI. Today mostly work (clinical and research) done on dependent BCI.
B. Independent BCI
Independent BCI does not depend on muscular activity. For example when we add two numbers then muscular activity is
not doing, we are only thinking. When we are thinking then brain always generate brain signals and device capture these
signals, processes these signals and produces output command for machine. Machine doing task for subject according to output
command. Independent BCI is more useful than dependent BCI because it provides absolutely new communication channel.
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III. WORKING

We are use EEGLAB toolkit EEGLAB is open source and run on MATLAB. It is very flexible and easily to use for new
user. It provides graphical user interface (GUI), command history and help windows.

Fig. 1. 2D Component Map

It functionality provides us to making new scripting for own purposes. EEGLAB provides reading data, events information,
rejecting data and channel location file in different formats (Binary, Matlab, ASCII, Neuroscan, EGI, European Standard BDF,
EDF, EDF+ and etc.). It performs three main tasks: first ICA (Independent Component Analysis), second Time and Frequency
Decomposition and third rejecting artifacts.
ICA main working is different-different for each channel (components), increase entropy of each other channels. It isolates
noise data and speech data. Time and Frequency Decomposition decompose data according to time or frequency. Its primary
measures are ERSP (Event Related Spectral Perturbation), ITC (Inter Trial Coherence) and ERCOH (Event Related Cross
Coherence). Reject artifacts is rejecting of noise data (unwanted data) through GUI. Fig. 1. Shows Open eyes 2D component
map for nine electrodes produces by EEGLAB.
IV. DATA COLLECTION
We need recoded data for our purposes so we have download open and close eyes data from PhysioNet. This dataset
consists of one or two minutes EEG recordings and this data is in EDF+ format (European Data Format) containing 64 EEG
signals, each sampled at 160 samples per second but we are only using occipital and temporal lobe data for our purposes.
Subjects were performed different-different motor or imaginary tasks. On every subject fourteen experimental runs have been
performed but we are only using open and close eyes tasks. These runs are two one-minute baseline runs which are one with
open eyes and one with close eyes.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Subject max and min value of open and close eyes with respected of electrodes (all value in rms microvolt).
Electrodes Name
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T7

Open Eyes
Max
Min
-205
266

Close Eyes
Max
Min
-164
203

T8

266

-205

199

-140

T9

255

-175

188

-195

T10

193

-173

161

-173

TP7

283

-154

205

-173
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TP8

243

-209

239

-192

O1

233

-194

278

-313

Oz

224

-201

269

-344

O2

227

-209

296

-385

Fig. 2 Channel
1 to 9
continuous
data and
activity power
spectrum of
open eyes.
Fig. 3 Channel
1 to 9 continuous data and activity power spectrum of close eyes.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Brain computer interface provides communication between user and machine without any muscular action. BCI
communicates with user and machine through brain signals. Many researchers found that open and close eyes effect all
electrodes. In our work we have analysed that when eyes are closed for a subject then on temporal and occipital lobe graph of
frequency show peak value at 10 Hz i.e. for alpha waves. Also we have investigated that all channel are more active when eyes
are closed compared to when eyes are open. According to graph electrodes of channel T 7, T9, TP7 and TP8 of temporal lobe are
more active than others.
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